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massage relaxation sleep

Intelligence and Wellness Built In
Stress is so much more than biting your nails. In fact,
continual stress is enough to cause and exacerbate serious
health issues. In creating our new ZeroG™ 4.0 Immersion Seating™, Human
Touch® has taken the stress out of stress relief. Take a seat, recline to zero-gravity,
and simply point to where it hurts using the revolutionary BodyMap PRO Immersion

Revolutionary
Innovation
BodyMap PRO
Point directly to where
you want to feel better
and get effective,
auto-focused relief.

Director remote. The Smart 3D massage engine simulates the expert movements of
the chiropractors who helped create them, leaving you relaxed, rejuvenated and ready
to live life to its fullest. Immerse yourself in wellness.

Human Touch ZeroG™ 4.0
shown in zero-gravity mode.

DEFY GRAVITY™ with
Human Touch ergonomics.

Touch feature benefit to see more.

Industry-Leading
Innovation!

BodyMap PRO

4.0

Smart 3D Massage Engine
Fully Encompassing Footand-Calf Massager

massage relaxation sleep

SMART 3D MASSAGE ENGINE
Get deep relief for your shoulders
and lumbar region with a penetrating
and enveloping massage that moves
in and around muscles to alleviate
pain and tension.

AUTO-IMMERSION MASSAGE
PROGRAMS
Chiropractors from our esteemed
Wellness Council have helped define
four full-body Auto-Immersion
Programs featuring patented Human
Touch Technology® to easily take you
from stress to sleep.

Go to Zero™

Take control with the revolutionary
ZeroG™ 4.0 Immersion Director
Targeted Techniques
Muscle pain relief
Auto-Immersion Massage
De-stress experience

3D Massage Intensity
Personalized relief

Sit down.
Start here.

GO TO ZERO™
Simply standing or sitting compresses the vertebrae and
discs, which can cause pain and make existing pain even
worse. Recline to zero-gravity in the ZeroG™ 4.0 to alleviate
gravity’s negative effects, alleviating joint and muscle pain
and promoting relaxation.

Go to Zero
One-step ZeroG™ recline
bodyMATCH
Comfort & customization

PART NUMBER:
bodymap PRO
Auto-focus treatment

100-ZG40-002 (Espresso - SōfHyde)
100-ZG40-003 (Bone - SōfHyde)
100-ZG40-004 (Black - SōfHyde)

Authority On Wellness
Human Touch Immersion Seating™ is developed with the professional authority of our
exclusive team of health and wellness professionals.

DIMENSIONS:
Chair Size (upright): 43” L x 28” W x 42” H
Chair Size (reclined): 66” L x 28” W x 31” H

Immersion Seating™ takes you from ‘doing’ to
‘being.’ It’s the healthy massage habit that moves
our minds and bodies into greater relaxation.

Dr. James Rouse, Naturopathic Physician
Human Touch Wellness Authority

Human Touch®, LLC
3030 Walnut Ave., Long Beach, CA 90807, USA (800) 742-5493
ZeroG4.0_0612

5-Year Limited Warranty

humantouch.com
©2012 Human Touch®, LLC. Human Touch®, feel better®, Figure-Eight® Technology, Human Touch
Technology®, ZeroG™, Go to Zero™, and Defy Gravity™ are registered trademarks of Human Touch®, LLC.
SōfHyde is a leather-like polyurethane material that does not include any animal hide or leather.
No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of this product. Specifications are subject to change.

BodyMap PRO

Home

Innovative. Intuitive.
Intelligent.
Simply push a button
to experience a world of
expert massage insight and
techniques. The ZeroG™ 4.0
already knows how to alleviate your
specific ailments. Simply point
to where you need relief on the
BodyMap PRO Immersion Director
for the right solution. Now, instant
access to targeted muscle benefits
and Auto-Immersion Programs
influenced by the expertise of
our Wellness Council and the
movements of professional massage
therapists is at hand.

home

Immersion Motion

Home

sit down to relax
recline to feel better®

O

defy gravity™

One step press and hold to enter zero-gravity.

Go To Zero™
Ergonomically persistent motion that doesn’t stop until you
feel better®. Immersion motion defies gravity, releasing that aching weight
from your back. Zero-gravity is the physician-recommended neutral-posture
position to relieve pressure on the spine at any recline angle. A Human Touch
Immersion Massage Chair conducts a gliding, multi-sensory, mind-and-body
centering experience that relieves stress and pain.

home

.

Fully Encompassing
Foot & Calf Massager

Home

Adjustable foot-width control
for maximum comfort.

Figure-Eight® Technology

Arresting Design
Fully retracting leg rest cleanly
tucks away when not in use.

Rejuvenation. Vibration. Circulation.
Soothe and invigorate sore, tired feet and lower legs with
therapeutic massage. Your feet and lower legs work hard every single day.
Give them some much-needed relief in the ZeroG™ 4.0’s fully encompassing
foot-and-calf massager. Slide your legs into the sleeves for a therapeutic
massage complete with vibration and proprietary Figure-Eight® Technology that
soothes aching, tired feet and legs while improving circulation.

home

Smart 3D Massage Engine

Home

Lower back

Upper back

Flexible. Dimensional. Remarkable.
With the remarkable 3D Massage Engine in the ZeroG™ 4.0,
you decide. The advanced massage engine delivers an enveloping,
immersive massage experience that extends into and wraps around sore
shoulders and lumbar-area muscles to provide maximum benefit and relief.
Choose from three intensity settings to receive the exact experience you desire,
and take your wellness, comfort and stress relief to the next dimension.

home

Wellness Council
NASA
Ergonomics

Upper Cervical
Health

Home

Aromatherapy

Chiropractic

Chiropractic

Yoga & Health

more...

Expert Insight. Expert Techniques. Expert Results.
Like exercising and brushing your

The Human Touch Wellness Council guides
health, wellness and simplicity in the
ZeroG™ 4.0. Of all the futuristic systems and

teeth, Immersion Seating™ is a

features in the new ZeroG™ 4.0, perhaps its greatest

fantastic addition to your daily

advancement is its intuitiveness. With the expert

wellness regimen. It alleviates

insight of our Wellness Council, we’ve crafted programs

pain and stress, promoting
deeper, more restorative sleep.
Dr. James Rouse
Naturopathic Physician
Human Touch Wellness Authority

that remedy your specific pain and stress. Just take
a seat, point to where it hurts on the BodyMap Pro
remote, and the ZeroG™ 4.0 takes care of the rest.

home

